We’re the Only Company that Gives

Stratagene’s PCR enzymes¹ and thermal cyclers” are authorized for PCR. Plus we offer products specifically designed to solve your PCR problems. So Stratagene truly has everything you need to make PCR quickly deliver the very best results. And when you use Stratagene's authorized PCR reagents with our RoboCycler® temperature cycler, you have a fully licensed system for performing PCR in your research.

**Authorized RoboCycler® System**
- Optimizes PCR primer annealing temperature in 1 run
- Up to 30% faster cycling
- Well-to-well uniformity of ±0.1°C
- Unique robotic design and 4

![Optimization of PCR primer annealing temperature with the RoboCycler® Gradient 96 system*](image)

If you buy a RoboCycler® system in 1995, Stratagene will give you the PCR authorization at no charge!

*RoboCycler® Gradient 96 System

---

¹ PCR: Polymerase Chain Reaction
² Thermal cyclers: Instruments used to perform PCR by controlling temperature for amplification of DNA

---

Internet Mail: techservices@stratagene.com
USA
Corporate Headquarters
(800) 424-5444
(619) 535-5400
Fax: (619) 535-0045

Germany
Stratagene GmbH
Tel: (06221) 400634
Fax: (06221) 400639
Stratagene's polymerases simply make better PCR products. Plus we have PCR-related products that solve problems, clone PCR fragments, reverse transcribe, screen and more.

**Innovative PCR Enzymes**
- Pfu DNA polymerase* for high-fidelity PCR and cloning
- TaqPlus™ DNA polymerase for robust PCR and long templates
- Taq2000™ cloned DNA polymerase for consistent PCR

**Opti-Prime™ Kit Used to Optimize PCR Amplification of Primer-Template Sets**

**PCR Problem Solvers**
- Taq Extender™ PCR additive to boost Taq performance
- Perfect Match® PCR enhancer* to erase background
- Opti-Prime™ kit for easy PCR buffer optimization
- PCR Polishing Kit for 30-minute end polishing

**Increased PCR Amplification Success Using TaqPlus™ DNA Polymerase**

**Best PCR Cloning System**
- pCR-Script™ Amp, Cam and Direct* vectors††
- Derived from pBluescript® phagemid
- Highly efficient 1-hour, 1-tube cloning

**With Stratagene, You’re Authorized!**

Stratagene Products for PCR...
Why on earth would you use anything else?

Circle No. 41 on Readers' Service Card
Now you can label PCR products for fluorescent analysis with just one action. Simply add ABI PRISM™ fluorescent dUTPs—[F]dUTPs—to your PCR amplification reaction.

That’s all there is to it. During extension, [F]dUTPs are incorporated directly into your PCR product. You don’t need a dye-labeled primer. No changes to reaction components or cycling conditions are required. And when the process is complete, your sample is ready for analysis.

You have a choice of three dyes—blue, green or yellow. So you can run products labeled with different colors in a single gel lane. Add in-lane size standards labeled with a fourth color for accurate fragment sizing.

In fact, with [F]dUTPs, you can convert almost any PCR application method to multicolor fluorescence, including microsatellite analysis, long PCR, quantitative PCR, and in situ hybridization.

What’s more, the cost is surprisingly low. Because incorporation of [F]dUTPs is highly efficient, it takes very little material to produce a strong signal.

[F]dUTPs are part of an expanding line of multicolor labeling products optimized for use with GeneAmp® and ABI PRISM systems. Other fluorescent products include dye primers, dye phosphoramidites, in-lane size standards, and optimized kits for DNA analysis and sequencing. Through Perkin-Elmer’s Applied Biosystems Division, you have access to the most comprehensive range of reagents, systems, and support for automated genetic analysis.

So if you’re looking for convenient, cost-effective fluorescent labeling, take direct action. To request information, call 1-800-345-5224. Outside the U.S. and Canada, contact your local Perkin-Elmer representative.
glass milk?

It ain't GENECELEAN® without it.

GLASSMILK® and GENECELEAN® are trademarks of BIO 101, Inc. GLASSMILK® is a secret ingredient. All silica matrices are not the same. GENECELEAN® is the original DNA purification kit. The one and only. Contact us for more information or just to talk shop. Phone: (800) 424-6101 e-mail: info@bio101.com Fax: (619)598-0116. International customers contact your local distributor.
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Specialized mouth of a male moth (*Gluphisia septentrionis*). The gaping orifice serves for the intake of massive amounts of fluid at puddles of water from which the moth extracts sodium. The ion is transmitted to the female at mating and eventually to the eggs. The grid is presumed to guard against silt intake. Magnification ×420. See page 1816. [Electron micrograph: Maria Eisner]
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Brinkmann introduces two new Eppendorf® Pipettes.

For those who prefer one-button pipetting and tip ejection...

The New Series 2000

- Eight adjustable models, from 0.1µL to 2.5mL; 28 fixed-volume models, from 1µL to 2.5mL
- Shielded piston design on Ultra Micro models
- Easy user-calibration and user-servicing
- Fully autoclavable
- Two-year warranty

For those who prefer a separate tip ejector...

The New Series 2100

- Seven adjustable models, from 0.1µL to 5mL; 11 fixed-volume models, from 5µL to 1mL
- Shielded piston design on Ultra Micro models
- Easy user-calibration and user-servicing
- Autoclavable lower section
- Two-year warranty

Make your choice. Either way you get the high quality, high performance, and reliability you always get from Eppendorf. For more information about the new Eppendorf Pipettes, call 1-800-645-3050; fax 1-516-334-7506. In Canada, call 800-263-8715; fax 905-826-5424.

The pipettes are Eppendorf. The choice is yours.

BRINKMANN Quality products for research and control.

Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., One Caniague Road, Westbury, NY 11590-0207
Brinkmann Instruments (Canada) Ltd., 6670 Campobello Road, Mississauga, Ont. L5N 2L8

5101-323
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Semiconductor solution
Most semiconductors are highly covalent, nonmolecular solids, and crystals of these materials are usually grown under high-temperature conditions, either from the melt or the vapor phase. Trentler et al. (p. 1791) report a lower temperature route (at or below about 200°C) for growing crystals of III-V materials, such as gallium arsenide, from reagents in organic solvents. These crystals form as thin whiskers up to several micrometers in length.

Aldolase antibody
The aldol condensation couples a ketone to an aldehyde and is one of the most basic carbon-carbon bond-forming reactions in organic chemistry. Many methods exist to facilitate this reaction, but they often require stoichiometric reagents and the use of protective groups. Wagner et al. (p. 1797) have generated catalytic antibodies based on class I aldolases that can couple a wide variety of aldehydes and ketones through this reaction. These antibodies were generated by immunization with a reactive compound, a method detailed in a Research Article by Wirsching et al. (p. 1775).

Supernova shock
The OH maser line emission is thought to trace shock activity associated with supernovas. Yusef-Zadeh et al. (p. 1801; see the Perspective by Fukui, p. 1771) report the detection of this emission along the interface between the remnant of a supernova in the Milky Way (G359.1-0.5) and the surrounding ring of molecular gas. Comparison of the velocities of the molecular gas and the OH maser lines implies that the shock emissions are associated with CO material at the limb of the supernova remnant.

Photorefractive liquid crystals
The index of refraction of photorefractive materials can be changed by irradiating them with laser beams in an appropriate geometry; this effect is useful in holography and optical signal processing. Twin laser beams generate electrical charges that are usually moved with an applied electric field. The charges form a refractive index grating pattern that can transfer light intensity between the beams. Weiderrecht et al. (p. 1794) doped a nematic liquid crystal mixture with both an electron acceptor and an electron donor to create a strongly photorefractive material that can operate at low applied fields and low light intensities.

Disease resistance in rice
Cultivation of rice may be made easier as our understanding of the molecular basis of disease in rice improves. Song et al. (p. 1804; see the Perspective by Shimamoto, p. 1772) cloned a gene from rice, a monocot, that is responsible for resistance to a subtype of Xanthomonas oryzae. Virtually all food crop species are infected by some member of this genus of bacterial pathogens. The predicted protein product sequence is suggestive of a receptor kinase. The gene is one in a family of genes and bears a certain resemblance to the disease resistance genes recently identified in dicots.

Cell fate in the eye
In the developing compound eye of Drosophila, the protein encoded by the fat facets gene plays a role in preventing the formation of more than the required eight photoreceptor cells per eye part—mutants contain extra, ectopic photoreceptor cells. Huang et al. (p. 1842) show that the Fat facets protein is a ubiquitin-dependent protease. The protease may control the levels of a specific regulator of cell number in the eye cells during development. This result shows that a deubiquitinating enzyme can control the levels of a specific protein and that protein stability as defined by its ubiquitination state has implications in development.

HIV suppressors
Activated CD8+ lymphocytes from individuals infected with the human immunodeficiency virus secrete soluble factors that can suppress HIV infection. Cocchi et al. (p. 1811) developed a cellular assay system and have identified three chemokines, RANTES, MIP-1α, and MIP-1β, as the major components of the suppressive factor. Replication of HIV in infected cells could be suppressed with recombinant forms of these chemokines.

Variable structure
Antigens are recognized by T cells as peptide fragments that are bound to the T cell receptor (TCR). Fields et al. (p. 1821) have determined the structure of the variable (V) region of the TCR α chain, which shows an unusual connectivity of the β sheets. They used this result and the previously determined structure of the variable β domain to construct a model for VαVβ association.

Chromosome order
During prometaphase, chromosomes are briefly found in a wheel-shaped ring or rosette. Nagele et al. (p. 1831) investigated the order of the chromosomes during prometaphase and found that homologs are located across the rosette from each other. Their data also suggest that the chromosomes are grouped in two haploid sets in an antiparallel arrangement.

A biased response
The nature of an immune response is governed by T helper (Th) cells. If Th1 cells dominate, cell-mediated immunity results, whereas a Th2 response can cause immunoglobulin E production, as occurs in allergic diseases. Much effort is currently focused on early events that can bias the response toward either the Th1 or Th2 type. Yoshimoto et al. (p. 1845) identified one such event. A small population of T cells, discriminated by the expression of the NK1.1 marker, produces interleukin-4 soon after antigen challenge. This cytokine helps establish conditions that favor development of a Th2 response.
Faster, Easier Baculovirus Expression.

To make the baculovirus expression system faster and easier to use than ever before, Invitrogen, the leader in gene expression, has added several new and improved tools to our already extensive product line. With these new products you can now obtain pure recombinant baculovirus in just 14 days!

**Efficient Transfection**

Bac-N-Blue™ AcMNPV DNA produces greater than 80% recombinant virus while allowing you to take advantage of our pBlueBac vectors for simple screening of recombinant plaques. This means you save time by eliminating multiple rounds of plaque assay. You can now pick a pure recombinant plaque in the first round of plating! Don't spend your valuable time on multiple plaque assays. Start using Bac-N-Blue™ DNA today!

*Catalog No. K855-01*

---

**Easy Subcloning**

Three new baculovirus transfer vectors are now available; pBlueBac4 for intracellular expression, pBlueBacHis2 for one-step purification, and pMelBac for secreted expression. At less than 5.0 kb these vectors are half the size of the most commonly used vectors making cloning your gene of interest faster and easier. What's more, each vector carries a fragment of the *lacZ* gene for production of easy-to-screen blue recombinant plaques following recombination with Bac-N-Blue™ DNA.

- pBlueBac4: *Catalog No. V1995-20*
- pBlueBacHis2: *Catalog No. V375-20*
- pMelBac: *Catalog No. V1950-20*

---

**Highest Expression**

For the highest expression of recombinant proteins in the baculovirus system try High Five™ cells. In a direct comparison, High Five™ cells produced up to 20-fold higher expression of a secreted protein than either Sf9 or Sf21 cells (1). High Five™ cells grow well in serum-free medium, simplifying protein purification. And the cells are easily adapted to suspension culture for higher cell densities and increased expression. If you want the highest expression, contact Invitrogen today!

*Log phase* **Catalog No. B855-01**

*Frozen* **Catalog No. B855-02**

Reference:

Over 50 years ago, Sigma produced the first stable crystalline ATP for just one reason...researchers needed a reliable source. This tradition of “listening to our customers” is deeply ingrained in the Sigma philosophy. Our R&D scientists constantly review literature to keep abreast of refinements and revolutions in research. But without input from our customers, we would never be able to offer such an extensive list of new products year after year.

We added nearly 2,000 new products to the 1996 Sigma Catalog, *That's more than five products every day!* In addition, our scientists have already begun to manufacture and stock many new items that will not appear in the catalog until 1997. So if you don’t find what you need, give us a call. You may be surprised; a colleague may already have suggested the product you are looking for!
Collaboration and Data Sharing

I applaud Barbara Mishkin for her timely Policy Forum “Urgently needed: Policies on access to data by erstwhile collaborators” (10 Nov., p. 927). The topic of ownership and retention of data has been of great interest and concern to me since I became involved in a controversy between two investigators on a federal grant. One of the investigators was leaving the university and wanted to remove all of the primary data, while the other scientist needed to have many of the original results to carry out the research project at the home institution. After this highly debated occurrence, I became an advocate of institutions establishing explicit policies for data management, not only as a means to avoid many of the problems to which Mishkin alludes, but also as a deterrent to scientific misconduct. As mentioned by Mishkin, some universities have developed and implemented policies; however, many of these policies do not clearly define under what circumstances and by what means data that are not easily or accurately reproduced may be “transferred” with the scientist who is relocating. Also, such policies frequently are silent on the issue of data sharing, including access to unique research resources. Mishkin concludes by urging “the [U.S.] Public Health Service to develop regulations as soon as possible.” I would like to also encourage scientific journals and professional societies to establish guidelines for universities and academic scientists to consider in developing and implementing policies on management of scientific data.

Ann R. Stevens
Associate Vice President for Research,
Office of Sponsored Programs,
Emory University,
1784 North Decatur Road, Suite 510,
Atlanta, GA 30322, USA

On-Line Instruction

In his Policy Forum “Electronics and the dim future of the university” (13 Oct., p. 247), Eli M. Noam predicts that commercial vendors of on-line instruction will outcompete the universities, driving the latter out of business. This argument does not account for the role that universities play in certifying their students. Universities are uniquely suited to perform this task, although their nonprofit status does not eliminate the conflict between raising revenues from students and providing critical evaluation of the same. The massive amount of tangible capital that universities have acquired, largely as a consequence of fulfilling their research mission, makes credible the universities’ long-term commitment as honest educators. In contrast, commercial vendors of on-line instruction would have a strong motive to peddle certification when student performance does not warrant it.

Because universities and on-line vendors will recognize this credibility problem, a more likely scenario is that some type of partnership will form between the commercial vendors and the universities—the universities will supply honest evaluation and certification, and the on-line vendors will supply low-cost, high-quality instruction. However, such partnerships would create tension within universities between those who want to preserve the integrity of the institution at all cost and those who, as agents of the commercial vendors, want to “cash in” on the reputation of their institution.

The threat to academia posed by on-line instruction is more likely to come from within the university than from without.

Lanny Arvan
Department of Economics,
University of Illinois,
Box 10, 1206 South Sixth Street,
Champaign, IL 61820, USA

Burning matters

This week’s letters cover a variety of topics, including data ownership policies, ranking of journal articles, biomass burning in Brazil (left), an alleged threat to universities from on-line instruction (“more likely to come from within the university,” says the letter writer), the Chinook salmon catch in Alaska, environmental epidemiology, postdoc job security in Spain, and a traditional Japanese custom of saving umbilical cords that may help provide some needed genetic information.
We asked 1000's of scientists what they want from our new catalog.

“A nice bright cover so I can see it on the shelf.”

“500 pages of Swedish models in full color.”

“How I can find you when I’m surfing the Net.”

“The contents on the outside.”

Informative, authoritative, definitive: the new BioDirectory. Just goes to show what can happen when you ask scientists what they require from a catalog. So what does all this research give you? Everything you want to know about Pharmacia Biotech molecular biology and separation products. BioDirectory has lots of useful product specifications, ordering and contact information plus an easy access index system. And you can't miss the cover when it's on your shelf – or anywhere else. In typical Swedish democratic fashion, we went along with most suggestions (there are no Swedish models), so here it is...almost what you asked for. Watch the mail for your copy.
that a more balanced approach would be to publish an article which presents the strengths and achievements of environmental epidemiology.

Allan H. Smith
Department of Epidemiology,
University of California,
Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

Science Professionals in Spain

In 1992, a large number of young Spanish scientists in postdoctoral training abroad were attracted back to Spain by a national program that offered 3-year contracts associated with awarded research projects. However, the Spanish government has decided not to extend those contracts, apparently forgetting the reason why those people were attracted back. Permanent or nonpermanent positions offered by the universities or the Council for Scientific Research (CSIC) are scarce and mostly determined by friendship rather than by scientific criteria.

Spain cannot afford to waste time and money invested in our training, but this may happen because most of us are considering going abroad.

In view of this situation, we call for a dignified, professional career, adequately paid, that would secure continuity of employment after regular assessments. We propose:

1) The removal of the 3-year limit on hiring contracts, as well as the reinstatement of those researchers already unemployed due to the termination of their contracts.

2) The creation of a position of researcher, not civil servant, with a 5-year contract that could be extended on the basis of professional performance. Researchers would have total independence in setting their research priorities, should be able to participate in more than one research project—even as main researcher, and be allowed to supervise the training of pre- and postdoctoral personnel. This figure is similar to that of other countries. It has been considered by some members of CSIC and has also been contemplated in the first draft of the bill for updating the University Reform Law (LRU).

3) The creation of enough long-term positions, in a sustained manner in accordance with training initiatives, to secure the incorporation of this group of researchers into the scientific system in Spain.

Cecilia Gotor*
Department Bioquímica Vegetal y Biología Molecular,
Universidad de Sevilla,

*Representing 252 other signatories.

Heso-no-O: A Gift

We read with great interest “Umbilical cords: Turning garbage into clinical gold” by Clare Thompson (Research News, 12 May, p. 803), which indicated that umbilical cord blood is a valuable source for blood transplantation because it contains many stem cells and can be stored. We would like to propose one more useful application of umbilical cords. It is a traditional custom for Japanese parents to keep their baby’s umbilical cord stumps (Heso-no-O). When an umbilical cord falls from a baby, it is preserved under dryness, put in a tiny box, and handed to the parents, so that they can keep the mumified tissue as long as they...
want. We propose that the mummified cord stump serve as a source of genetic information for an individual.

We found a family with decreased cholinesterase activity in serum and carried out a genetical study on the gene encoding for the enzyme butyrylcholinesterase (1). The family members were cooperative and agreed to provide blood samples. But the parents were reluctant to have blood drawn from their children (a 1-year-old boy and a newborn infant) and provided small pieces of umbilical cord stumps instead. Sequencing was successful and revealed a mutation (1).

One of us happened to remember that he had been keeping the umbilical cord stump of his son. We analyzed its DNA and obtained a normal sequence of the gene for use as a control. The son was 20 years old at the time of our investigation, which indicates that an umbilical cord stump can be used for genetic analyses even after 20 years.

Kaname Moriwaki
Sayami Iida
Masahiro Kinoshita
Department of Internal Medicine,
Minami-Wakayama National Hospital,
2974 Takinai, Shinjo-cho,
Tanabe, Wakayama 646, Japan

References

I write to commend Clare Thompson on her excellent article. She has provided a lucid summary of recent developments in a complex area that includes hematology, immunology, and genetics. I would like to note that, with respect to the “first cord blood bank in the UK,” one was established by the Northern Ireland Blood Transfusion Service in November 1994.

Chitra Bharucha
Northern Ireland Blood Transfusion Service,
89 Durham Street,
Belfast BT12 4GE, Ireland,
United Kingdom

I would like to object to the flippant references to umbilical cords in Thompson’s otherwise excellent and illuminating article. In the title and first three sentences alone the umbilical cord is referred to as “garbage,” “detritus,” and “discard.” This “garbage” intimately and beautifully connects sentient beings for 9 months.

James J. Gormley
Associate Editor, Better Nutrition,
5 Penn Plaza,
New York, NY 10001, USA
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New Bottletop Devices

Bring Your Own Bottle

Save time, reduce waste and minimize storage space with Stericap™ and Steritop™ Bottletop Filter Units. These vacuum-driven devices let you filter tissue culture media, microbiological media and other biological solutions quickly and conveniently — into your own receiver bottles or flasks. There’s no extra plastic to buy or store.

Both devices incorporate the Millipore Express™ (PES) membrane—the only fast flow, high throughput, low protein binding membrane available. The Stericap unit can process up to 3000 ml directly into any type of container, using either vacuum or pressure. The Steritop unit is a bottletop funnel available in 500 ml and 150 ml sizes to fit 45 mm or 33 mm necks.

Call or fax for more information. U.S. and Canada, call Technical Services: 1-800-MILLIPORE (645-5476); in Japan, call: (03) 3474-9111; in Europe, fax: +33.88.38.91.95.

MILLIPORE
MILLIPORE LAB CATALOG ON INTERNET: ACCESS URL MENU AND TYPE:
http://www.millipore.com/bottletop
Sure, we've been flattered before. But the latest is the greatest yet.

As you know so well, the Vibratome® fresh tissue sectioning system gives you the ability to section fresh or fixed tissue without freezing or embedding. The principle is a vibrating blade passing through the tissue below the surface of a fluid bath, which lubricates the cut. We and our predecessors Oxford & Lancer/Sherwood invented, developed and perfected the Vibratome system.

Over the years we have been flattered by imitations from uncreative but nevertheless bright friends in Japan, the UK and even the US. Now comes new flattery from our enterprising if not original friends in Germany/Austria/Switzerland.

Is it the Vibratome system's beauty that attracts such flattery? Not really. What our friends try, unsuccessfully, to imitate is the Vibratome system's functional, versatile, sturdy, dependable, serviceable and economical qualities. (Flatterers are of course notorious for overlooking many equally important qualities. They fail to take into account that part of the Vibratome system's popularity is attributable to our helpful, friendly, courteous, kind, cheerful, loyal, thrifty, brave, clean and reverent nature!)

To those of you who are using or have used the Vibratome system, have we earned your trust? To those of you who are or may be considering fresh/fresh fixed tissue sectioning without freezing or embedding, ask your colleagues. There is no reason to grab at an imitation when you can own the original. Proven over time, it is still the best.

A special note to authors:
When citing the Vibratome system in "Materials and Methods" please use a capital "V". We would be sincerely appreciative.

And a cautionary note to our friendly competitors: Call yours whatever you want, but don't call it a Vibratome. Don't even imply or suggest that yours is a Vibratome. Our lawyers are adamant about protecting our Vibratome system's name and excellent reputation.
Hope for Milder Bill on Student Surveys

Social scientists, who have been campaigning to blunt the effects of a House bill which they say would jeopardize surveys on adolescent behavior, are encouraged by signs that the Senate may entertain a more moderate proposal early next year.

In February, according to staffers, the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee will take up the Family Privacy Preservation Act (H.R. 1271), a bill that originated in the Republican “Contract with America” and passed the House by a wide margin in April (Science, 19 May, p. 967). The House version would require written consent from parents before minors could participate in any federally funded survey, potentially interfering with surveys administered at school. The Research and Privacy Coalition, a group of 35 organizations of scientists, doctors, teachers, and parents that formed in October to oppose the bill, has been lobbying the Senate committee to tone down some of the bill’s restrictive language. And now, according to coalition leader Susan Persons of the American Psychological Society, committee members Carl Levin (D-MI) and John Glenn (D-OH) are planning to introduce amendments that would do just that.

Most federal surveys currently cannot be given without parental notification, but if a child’s parent doesn’t explicitly refuse, consent is implied. Under the House bill, a failure to respond is a denial. Supporters of H.R. 1271 say such surveys deal with subjects—like sex, drugs, and suicide—that parents don’t want their children exposed to. But social psychologist Lloyd Johnston of the University of Michigan testified at a Senate hearing last month that if prior written consent for such surveys were required, response rates would drop from 95% to 50%.

Clinton Science Plan: Don’t Ask for Details

The White House is trumpeting its new 7-year balanced budget plan as good news for federal research, but it will be months before anyone knows just how up-beat the news will be. The plan, released 7 December, “makes more funding available for investing in science and technology than the Republican budget” vetoed by President Bill Clinton, according to a White House statement. But there’s a catch: The numbers are secret.

Compared to the Republican plan, Clinton’s proposal is kinder to basic research at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, including its Mission to Planet Earth, the White House says. There’s also more money for global-change research and environmental technology at the Environmental Protection Agency and for technology efforts at the Commerce Department. The latter programs are targeted by Republicans, while NSF and NIH budgets would change little under their plan.

But Clinton’s proposed budget doesn’t mean that agencies should expect a rosy future. A White House official says funding for the favored programs would lie between a freeze and an increase matching inflation—only slightly more than Republican projections for the agencies. Details, he adds, won’t be available until Clinton’s 1997 budget request reaches Capitol Hill in February.

MIT, NRC Faulted in Radiation Incident

Universities tend to bristle when the government tells them what to do, and that feeling was evident last week at a public meeting where the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) released its final report on the August poisoning of a biology postdoc at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). While the NRC concluded that lax compliance with its rules may have contributed to the incident and to MIT’s 8-week delay in reporting it, NRC officials conceded that ambiguities in those rules were to blame as well.

Although the NRC found that Yuqing Li’s ingestion of some 570 microcuries of the radioisotope phosphorus-32 likely resulted from “a deliberate act,” the report also faults safety at MIT. Li’s lab—run by Nobelist Susumu Tonegawa—lacked proper controls on radioactive tracers, such as locks on freezers, said the NRC’s John Glenn. Glenn criticized MIT’s Radiation Protection Office for failing to catch these flaws, and he charged that the MIT panel overseeing the office had not met at required intervals in 1993 and 1994.

MIT radiation chief Frank Massé, however, countered that the panel, which includes “very experienced people,” skipped only one meeting. “If calendar timing is the primary issue here, we could go to less senior members of the faculty, who obviously have less busy schedules,” Massé said. He also challenged Glenn’s claim that dosimetry data suggested Li’s exposure could exceed the 5 rem NRC limit for radiation workers, requiring that MIT notify NRC within 30 days.

Glenn admitted that the period for measuring such exposures is unclear in NRC rules. Nor do the rules support an October NRC notice requiring institutions to report within 2 days suspected misuse of radioisotopes, he said. Fixes for such problems may be discussed at a meeting of NRC commissioners next week.

Leaders of Russia’s scientific trade union, who this week blasted President Boris Yeltsin’s government for deep cuts in state spending on basic research, are planning to appeal for a large boost in science funding—from 1.5% of Russia’s gross domestic spending in 1995 to between 2% and 2.6% in 1996.

The Trade Union for Workers of the Russian Academy of Sciences (PRRAN), meeting in Moscow earlier this week, has drawn up a resolution to be submitted to the Yeltsin government later this month. The resolution is meant to influence both Yeltsin and the Duma, Russia’s lower house of parliament, which is up for election on 17 December. The Ministry of Finance has already pledged to raise basic science spending by 50% in 1996—in line with PRRAN’s appeal—but many scientists are skeptical.

Speaking on behalf of PRRAN, which represents 96% of the academy’s 160,000 scientists, chemist Grant Symon of the Institute of Elemental-Organic Compounds in Moscow told Science that he views the present government as biased against basic research. This is, he says, “a tragic mistake.” Russia has spent just $37 million on basic science this year, most of which has been eaten up by utility bills for academy institutes and small salaries for researchers.

Symon adds that the academy must be better funded to preserve Russia’s scientific community, which has lost a third of its members since the Soviet Union’s breakup. But many Western experts—as well as younger Russian scientists—disagree. They argue that the country’s sprawling scientific establishment needs to shrink further. All eyes will be on the new Duma to see whether it chooses retrenchment or restoration for Russian science.
NASA Decides to Grab a Bit of Stardust

It has been 23 years since the last samples of matter from outer space were brought back by the astronauts of Apollo 17, but now scientists have received the go-ahead to fetch more bits from beyond our planet. And they'll do it at a bargain price: Instead of the billions of dollars for Apollo, the Stardust mission will sweep up tens of thousands of dust particles fresh from a comet and parachute them onto a Utah desert for just $200 million.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) selected Stardust last month to be the fourth in the series of Discovery missions, the embodiment of NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin's "smaller, faster, cheaper, better" approach to planetary exploration. Stardust's selection comes on the heels of the designation of the $59 million Lunar Prospector last spring (Science, 10 March, p. 1425). Stardust may not be that cheap, notes its principal investigator, Donald Brownlee of the University of Washington, but a sample return mission for $200 million is "nearly miraculous." Some planetary scientists felt the NASA selection of Prospector was unduly swayed by its extremely low cost, but the selection process "is improving," says space physicist Christopher Russell of the University of California, Los Angeles. "NASA did a much better job; I'm much more pleased."

Scheduled for launch in 1999, Stardust will fly by Comet Wild-2, which travels between the orbits of Earth and Jupiter, in 2004. It could pass only 100 kilometers from the comet's icy nucleus, a remnant of the material that formed the solar system. As it takes the most detailed pictures ever of a comet nucleus, the spacecraft will sweep up microscopic dust particles spewed by the nucleus using a collector made of aerogel, the lowest density solid material known. The aerogel will gently slow the particles from impact speeds of billions of kilometers per hour so that researchers back on Earth can get their first close-up look at bona fide primordial matter.

Europe's Beef
Against Hormones

Seven years after the European Union (EU) banned U.S. imports of beef from animals raised with hormone supplements, an international meeting of scientists to examine the issue has concluded such hormones cause no harm to humans. But the EU may still resist any change.

Last June the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, Dan Glickman, called on the EU to end the ban—which costs the United States $100 million a year in lost revenues—or the Americans would bring the matter before the World Trade Organization (WTO). In response, the EU Commissioner for Agriculture, Franz Fischler, held a "Scientific Conference on Growth Promotion in Meat Production" in Brussels from 29 November to 1 December to discuss the health risks of veterinary hormones.

"The conference scientists found no evidence of human health risk associated with use of growth-promoting hormones used under 'prescribed conditions,' " says food scientist A. W. Randell, an observer at the meeting for the Codex Alimentarius Commission, which publishes food standards for the international community and the WTO. Last July the commission endorsed the use of three natural hormones when used according to "good veterinary practice" to speed weight gain in cattle, as well as two synthetic hormones, as long as the residues from them in meat remain below certain limits.

Although the conference results add yet more support for lifting the ban, Randell notes, "the EU may try to delay making a decision" on hormone acceptability. EU consumer and farmer groups have a beef against the imported beef and are pressing the union to maintain the ban. Vincent Perot of the European Consumers Organization says, "European consumers are completely against the use of added hormones in meat."

EU and U.S. officials are meeting in early January to discuss the ban, and the U.S. side is still optimistic. "We are waiting with a lot of confidence to hear what the EU decision will be," says Paul Drazek, special assistant to Glickman. "Hopefully we can work this out bilaterally, and we won't have to go to the WTO."

Radiation Research
Subjects Sue

Fourteen men who as teenagers in the 1940s and 1950s were subjects of ethnically dubious radiation experiments have filed a $56 million lawsuit against the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), several doctors, and Quaker Oats Co., which allegedly gave them X rays for years without their consent. The men say they were subjected to "radiation regimens that were not only unapproved but unethical and illegal." The lead plaintiff, Don Cline, who was exposed at the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Winthrop, Massachusetts, facility, says he was unaware that doctors at the World War II-era complex were conducting "medical experiments on human beings in conditions and methods wanting in human respect.

Another lead plaintiff, John junior and John senior, were the first and second plaintiffs to be exposed, respectively, on the upper peninsula of Michigan. John junior was the subject of a series of experiments in which doctors performed X rays on his upper chest, abdomen, skull, and the area around his right ear. He divided by 2 (generating an answer of 100 million or $200 million). After about a minute, the correct answer—6—appears. When this question appeared during a recent game, the answer was greeted by wild cheers from those who guessed right, says UW chemistry professor and football fan Art Ellis. Ellis helped develop the questions as one of the first projects of the new National Institute for Science Education (NISE), a National Science Foundation–funded institute headquartered at UW. (More about NISE programs can be found at its still-evolving Web site: http://www.wcer.wisc.edu/nise.)

Other questions include: If you sit behind the end zone and see a spectacular tackle at the opposite end of the field, how long after you see the tackle do you hear it—at the same time, 1/4 second later, or 1 second later? (Hint: The speed of sound in air is about 368 yards per second.) Football season ended last month, but NISE educators are already cooking up questions to be aired at winter basketball games.

(continued on page 1765)
From a single copy gene, a multi-gene family, or an entire YAC clone, you can identify the cognate clones. Or let Genome Systems convert even the largest YAC into overlapping sets of P1 or PAC/BAC™ clones in a matter of days.

Our services also include: P1 (85kb) genomic library screening service (human, ES mouse for knockouts, rat and drosophila).

- Human PAC/BAC™ (120kb+ insert) genomic library screening service.
- Fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH).
- YAC library screening service (human, mouse).
- Go Germline™ ES and MEF cells for making mouse knockouts.
- Custom robotic colony picking and spotting services.
- “Down To The Well”™ PCR’able DNA pools.

Other P1 or PAC/BAC™ services include:
- DNA Preparation
- DNA Insert End Sequencing
- DNA Insert Orientation
- DNA Subcloning

---

1. The PCR process is covered by patents owned by Hoffman-La Roche.
Mistaken Identity? Hoatzin.

Next year’s outlook for U.S. industrial R&D is rosier than at any time since 1990, according to a new survey of corporate spending, suggesting that high-tech industries may be gearing up for another growth spurt.

The Industrial Research Institute (IRI), whose 257 member companies carry out the vast majority of the country’s industrial R&D, reported last month that 38% of the 151 companies who responded to its annual survey plan to increase R&D spending in 1996, compared with only 27% last year. Twice as many companies as last year expect to increase capital spending, and more than four times as many as last year plan to hire more science and engineering graduates than they did in 1995. Total R&D spending is expected to rise by 6%, after remaining flat for the past few years.

Leading the pack are the pharmaceutical, electronics, communications, and personal computer products sectors, with estimated increases of more than 10%. At the same time, petroleum and energy companies foresee a drop of 6%.

“This is some of the best news I’ve seen in a long time,” says Paul Germeraad, chair of the IRI panel that carried out the August-September survey and director of corporate research for Avery Dennison, a California aerospace firm. “The turnaround represents a shift in corporate strategies from increased productivity to growth, and the rise in capital spending reflects the fact that companies are concentrating on making new products.”

Although the survey is a forecast, policy-makers think its numbers are solid. “These R&D managers are a pretty conservative lot,” says Graham Mitchell, assistant secretary for technology in the Commerce Department and a past chair of the IRI survey. “Barring an economic downturn, I would be very surprised if these numbers didn’t turn out to be absolutely the case in 1996.”

Upturn Seen for Industrial R&D

(continued from page 1763)

edly funded the work to make its oatmeal more competitive.

The men, who lived at the Fernald School for mentally retarded children in Waltham, Massachusetts, were among 70 boys given radio-tagged milk so scientists could learn whether eating oatmeal inhibits the intestinal absorption of iron and calcium (Science, 28 January 1994, p. 470). Although the doses were very small, neither the boys nor their parents gave informed consent. This came to light in 1993 when news reports revealed a slew of radiation experiments conducted by the federal government following World War II. President Clinton and MIT’s president later offered the Fernald School subjects an apology, but no compensation, as Massachusetts and federal task forces formed to look into such experiments had concluded the boys suffered no significant harm.

But Michael Mattchen, lawyer for the group, says, “these gentlemen have decided that an apology is not enough.” In a suit filed 1 December and reported last week in the Boston Globe, Mattchen’s team argues that the 14 men and three of their wives each should get $1 million for suffering and $3 million to dissuade other researchers from using people “as guinea pigs.” The suit says some doses were higher than the 1 microcurie approved by the government, and it says the men now suffer unspecified health problems from the experiments. And it claims that Quaker Oats paid MIT to conduct the research to show oatmeal’s effects on mineral metabolism were insignificant, helping the cereal to compete with wheat-based cereals. An MIT spokesperson declined to comment on the lawsuit, other than to point out “that the state commission did find that there were no significant health effects.”

Bird of Another Feather

The hoatzin (pronounced “watson”), one of the world’s most unusual birds, may have spent the last 2 centuries in the wrong family tree, according to a new genetic analysis. The South American bird is the only avian species to have a ruminant digestive system: Like a cow, it predigests its food in a muscular crop containing cellulose-munching bacteria. Since it was first described 219 years ago, the hoatzin has usually been placed in the order Galliformes, which includes pheasants, chickens, and other birds with heavy bodies.

Some experts have argued, however, that the bird’s plumage and markings resemble the cuckoo’s and that it should be grouped in the order Cuculiformes. And in a paper published in the 5 December Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, scientists led by biologist S. Blair Hedges of Pennsylvania State University provide the first statistically significant genetic evidence that the hoatzin is more closely related to the cuckoo than to the Galliformes. “We’re proposing a major move for this bird. It’s like moving something from the rodents to the primates,” Hedges says.

The scientists came to their conclusion after comparing more than 1850 base pairs of DNA—including three different genes, two of them mitochondrial—from eight species of birds. A University of Georgia group had earlier tried to find a cuckoo link using half as many base pairs and one gene, but the authors had deemed their study inconclusive.

Paul DeBenedictis, a systematic zoologist at the State University of New York Health Science Center in Syracuse, says that while some ornithologists who favor grouping the hoatzin with the Galliformes “will have reservations” about the Penn State team’s work, “the majority would accept this as an interesting conclusion.”

Harvard Joins Telescope Project

The Carnegie Institution and the University of Arizona, which are trying to build two new telescopes to probe Southern Hemisphere skies, are hoping that a deal they made with Harvard University last week will jump-start their funding drive. Harvard has agreed to fund 25% to 33% of the $40 million needed to complete Magellan I, a 6.5-meter-aperture optical and infrared telescope under construction since 1993 at Las Campanas, Chile. And Carnegie officials say a telescopic twin, Magellan II, will be built on the site if more funds can be raised in the next year by Harvard and other potential partners. Harvard’s final share of the Magellan costs will entitle astronomers at the Harvard College Observatory to an equivalent share of viewing time, says Stephen Shectman, the Magellan Project director. The university will also help pay instrumentation and operating costs of $2 million to $3 million per year.

Magellan I won’t be of unprecedented size; the Keck I telescope in Hawaii has a 10-meter mirror, and several 8-meter telescopes are in the works, some in the south. But those telescopes tend to be shared by large groups of users that compete for time, while Magellan astronomers will have “more regular and reliable” access, Shectman notes. “We want a minimum type of facility to [stay competitive] into the next century,” he says. If two are built, the telescopes could also be used together in a high-resolution technique known as interferometry, but adding that capability would be costly; at least at first, the telescopes will be used individually, Shectman says.
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SCIENCE COVERS THE WORLD
Puzzled by your research problem?
You need some answers.
Your R&D staff has deadlines to meet.
You have obstacles to overcome.
You need to adhere to your budget.

You know what you need:
- The appropriate blend of theory, experiment, and simulation
- The ability to share chemical information quickly and easily
- The best software and hardware technology
- Access to the right skills and scientific expertise
- A more efficient R&D process

BIOSYM/Molecular Simulations – we’re ready to help
BIOSYM and Molecular Simulations, the leaders in computer aided molecular science, have merged to create a new company focused on helping you to solve your research problems and improve your R&D process. We have the resources and expertise to help you fit the pieces of the puzzle together.

The best chemical computing technology
Our scientific software provides invaluable insight and reduces lead times for research projects in life sciences and materials technology. Applications range from protein structure determination to predicting organic crystal growth.

Make the most of your programs
Our new Software Developer’s Kit allows you to plug your programs into our software environment. Use your programs, our applications, and other academic or commercial codes in a single user interface. Now it’s easier to distribute your work and share information with colleagues.

Use multiprocessing technology
Our software products are optimized and parallelized to take advantage of the symmetric multiprocessing architecture and MIPS® microprocessor technology used in Silicon Graphics computer systems.

Now, supercomputer-class power is available without a supercomputer, increasing performance for new modeling, chemical information analysis, and data mining and process capabilities.

Utilize our expertise
Through consortia programs, contract research, worldwide support, and consultancy, you work with our experts to solve your research problems.
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“Supporting the Center for Science and Engineering fosters the continued vitality of
the scientific enterprise. I urge you to join me in ensuring that the programs of AAAS
will continue to flourish in response to the current and future needs of the scientific and
engineering community and our country.”

Dr. Philip Abelson
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Create and customize the exact scientific graph you want

You've spent months collecting and analyzing data. Don't spoil your work now! Maximize the impact of your research with new SigmaPlot. When you want to document, present, and publish your work, financial spreadsheets and business graphing software can't do what SigmaPlot already does for tens of thousands of researchers worldwide.

AWARD-WINNING SIGMAPLOT
Since 1985, scientists and engineers have chosen award-winning SigmaPlot for the technical analyses and graphing they want—and for the total flexibility they need. Clear, precise technical graphs provide new insights into your data and allow you to present your results better.

POWERFUL DATA ANALYSIS
The best scientific graphs begin with powerful data analysis. SigmaPlot has what you need—huge data worksheets, FFTs, mathematical transform language, automatic regressions, nonlinear curve fitter, and much more.

CREATE GRAPHS EASILY
Click on a graph toolbar icon, pick your data with the new Graph Wizard, and have your graph! Double click on any graph element and customize it with the new Graph Properties Dialog—everything's in one easy-to-use dialog.

CUSTOMIZE GRAPHS YOUR WAY
Create multiple technical axes per graph, control error bars, and choose from a variety of new 3D graphs. Don't settle for "canned graphs" software. Make the graphs you want.

EASY EXCEL AND OLE 2 INTEGRATION
Annotate your SigmaPlot graph with Word's Equation Editor. Embed your graph in PowerPoint® or Word. Analyze your data with an Excel worksheet right inside of SigmaPlot—Excel's menus actually merge with SigmaPlot's!

ANNOUNCING THE VISUAL DISPLAY GRAPH LIBRARY
Dr. Edward Tufte designed The Visual Display Graph Library using the unique flexibility of SigmaPlot. This graph library includes: the book The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, style guidelines, data density meter, fonts, and templates.

To get started with SigmaPlot's graphing flexibility and to create the graphs you want,

CALL 1-800-4-JANDEL (1-800-452-6335)

OTHER JANDEL PRODUCTS
SigmaPlot®: DOS Macintosh
SigmaStat®: Advisory statistical software
SigmaScan®: Image measurement software
SigmaPlot®: Pro Automated image analysis software
SigmaSuite™: Integrated graphing, statistics & image measurement software
SigmaGel™: Gel analysis software
TableCurve® 3D: Equation generator & curve fitting software
TagetFit®: Automated peak analysis software

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL, FAX OR E-MAIL:
Jandel Scientific: 2591 Kemer Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94901 415-453-6700 Fax 415-453-7769 Internet: sales@jandel.com
In Europe: Jandel Scientific, Schimmelbuschstrasse 25, 40659 Erkrath, Germany 02104/9540 02104/9540 (FAX) 2104/9540/02104/9540/02
International Dealers: Australia 2 958 2688, Brazil 11 453 5588, Canada 519 767 1061, Chile 56 2 635 2422, Denmark 45 4615 4464, France 05 90 37 55, Hong Kong 852 739 2001, India 40 31 3368, Israel 972 349 3 303, Japan 3 3590 2311, Korea 822 886 3983, Kuwait 965 242 1851, Malaysia 603 777 2597, South Africa 12 660 2884, Switzerland 41 617 12 16 16, Taiwan 2 788 6777, 2 705 1590, UK 0800 89 49 62
All company and/or product names are trademarks of their respective companies. ©1995 Jandel Corporation.
Whatever your reasons for considering automation — saving time and money, increasing productivity, improving consistency and quality, or just escaping endless minipreps — the QIAGEN BioRobot™ 9600 is just what you need.

The BioRobot 9600 means:

- state-of-the-art robotics
- renowned QIAGEN purification technologies
- 96 prepsevery 2 hours, with just 5 minutes of hands-on time
- user-friendly, Windows®-based software

The BioRobot 9600 is ideal for automated preparation of ultrapure DNA for sensitive applications such as sequencing, transfection, or microinjection, yet versatile enough to handle a multitude of other general laboratory procedures. Simple point-and-click software makes adapting the BioRobot 9600 to other applications fast and easy.

For more information or to set up a demonstration in your lab, call QIAGEN today — and see how the BioRobot 9600 will save you time, money, and days full of minipreps.
To have more time for research we take care of your synthesis and reagents.

The success of your research will be based on the high quality of our custom synthesis products. We are now providing the full line of the following services.

- **Oligonucleotides**
  - unmodified oligonucleotides
  - modified bases
  - 5' and 3'-end modifications
  - non-radioactive labeling
  - 5'-oligonucleotides
  - different purifications (RP-cartridge, HPLC, PAGE) HPLC purification is included by oligo orders >30-mer

- **Peptides**
  - Immunological grade
  - 70 - 80% purity
  - >95% purity (mass spectrum included)
  - specific amino acids
  - N- and C-terminal modifications

For customers who synthesizes their own oligonucleotides we offer:

- **DNA-Synthesis-Reagents**
  - phosphoramidites
  - synthesis columns
  - synthesis reagents

Order more information:
Eppendorf - Netheler - Hinz GmbH • Biotronik Division
D - 63463 Maintal • P.O. Box 1330
Tel.-No.: (+49) 6181/4203-21 • Fax-No.: (+49) 6181/4203-26

Call Now to Receive Nine Issues a Year for $28.
(That’s 30% off the regular subscription price of $40!)

Contact Chickona Royster at (202) 326-6454
(E-mail) SB&F@AAAS.ORG
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Association of American Physicians (AAP)
American Society for Clinical Investigation (ASC1)
American Federation for Clinical Research (AFCR) 
and presented in conjunction with 
**SCIENCE**

Join us in Washington, D.C. for a showcase of the latest in biomedical research with clinical applications. The Meeting reflects a unique collaboration between *SCIENCE* and the AAP, ASC1, and AFCR. The program will explore current topics in clinical and basic research emphasizing the multidisciplinary areas of interest to a wide range of investigators. Topics will be presented as Theme Symposia, State-of-the-Art Lectures, and abstract presentations in oral and poster formats.

**Theme Symposia**

Prominent physicians and scientists highlighting multidisciplinary areas of biomedical research and clinical investigation.

**Human Immunodeficiency Virus Disease: Epidemiologic, Pathogenic, and Therapeutic Considerations**
Anthony S. Fauci, National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Diseases

**Transgenic Models of Metabolic Disease**
C. Ronald Kahn, Joslin Diabetes Center, Bantin

**Intracellular Membrane Trafficking**
Jennifer Lippincott-Schwartz, National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

**Ion Transport and Disease**
H. William Harris, Children’s Hospital, Boston
Mark T. Keating, University of Utah

**Health Outcomes Research**
Allan S. Detsky, University of Toronto

**Regulation of Apoptosis: Cellular, Molecular and Genetic Factors**
John D. Mountz, University of Alabama at Birmingham

**Translational Research in Dermatology**
Juan Uitto, Thomas Jefferson Medical College

**Delivering Information to Clinicians in the Era of National Networking**
Edward H. Shortliffe, Stanford University School of Medicine
David Lipman, National Library of Medicine

**Developmental Biology: Organogenesis**
Jeffrey A. Whisnant, Children’s Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati
Jeffrey T. Gardner, Washington University School of Medicine

**The New Biology of Obesity**
Jeffrey S. Flier, Harvard Medical School

**Emerging Infections**
Ruth Berkelman, National Center for Infectious Diseases
Monica M. Parley, Emory University School of Medicine

**Training in Subspecialty Medicine: Current Status and Public Policy**
Eric G. Nellon, University of Pennsylvania
Robert J. Mayer, Harvard Medical School

**Oncology**
George Bost, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center

**Clinical Epidemiology/Health Care Research**
Pamela G. Williams-Bruzzo, Cornell University Medical College

**Pulmonary/Critical Care**
Jeffrey M. Drazen, Harvard Medical School

**Gastroenterology/Hepatology/Nutrition**
Tatadaka Yamada, University of Michigan School of Medicine

**Immunology/Allergy/Rheumatology**
William J. Roopman, University of Alabama at Birmingham

**Gerontology/Aging**
Mark A. Sapienza, University of Michigan School of Medicine

**Endocrinology/Metabolism**
Leslie DeGroot, University of Chicago Medical Center

**Renal/Hypertension**
Barry M. Brenner, Harvard Medical School

**Inflammation**
William M. Nauseef, University of Iowa

**Regulation of Gene Expression**
Herbert H. Samuels, New York University

**Physiology**
J. Chris Gillin, University of California, San Diego

**Cytokines/Growth Factors**
Derek LeBoth, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases

**Dermatology**
Juan Uitto, Thomas Jefferson Medical College

**Gene Therapy**
Elizabeth G. Nabel, University of Michigan

**Satellite Symposia/Meetings**

**Molecular Medicine Society**
May 3, 1996

**Association of Subspecialty Professors**
May 4-5, 1996

**GCRC Program Award for Excellence**
May 5, 1996

**Basic Aspects of Immunology**
Sponsored by the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research
May 1-3, 1996

**NIH Conference on Ischemic Acute Renal Failure**
May 4-6, 1996

**Joint Sessions with:**
* Society for Investigative Dermatology
* Society of General Internal Medicine
* Pediatric Academic Societies (APSA/SPRS/AAPA)

**Abstract Presentations**

Original abstracts will be presented either in oral session, chaired by teams of senior investigators, or in poster sessions.

**Infectious Diseases/AIDS**
James E. Dale, University of Tennessee School of Medicine

**Cardiovascular**
Christine Seidman, Harvard Medical School

**Hematology**
Dorothea Zucker-Franklin, New York University

**Send Me Biomedicine '96 Information Today!**

I'm interested in: [ ] Conference [ ] Exhibiting

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone
Fax

Mail or fax to: Biomedicine '96, 6900 Grove Road, Thornbury, NJ 08086-9447.
Phone: 609-848-1000. Fax: 609-848-5274. E-mail: biomedicine96@lakeland.com
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EM Science
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Fax: (609) 423-4389

Rest of the World:
Merck KGaA, Darmstadt/Germany
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Fax: (+49) 6151-72-68-59
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IMMUNOLOGY LETTERS
4th EFIS Best Paper Award
$10,000 prize

The European Federation of Immunological Societies (EFIS) announces that following the success of the 3rd award, a further $10,000 prize will be presented in 1997. This will be given to the first author of the best paper published in IMMUNOLOGY LETTERS, the Official Journal of EFIS, in the period 1st July 1995 - 1st May 1997. The prize will be presented at the EFIS Immunology Meeting in Amsterdam in July 1997.

Previous winners:
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For sample copies and notes to authors of Immunology Letters, please either consult your library, see the Elsevier Science WWW home page (http://www.elsevier.nl/) or contact Elsevier Science, Customer Service Dept., P.O. Box 211, 1000 AE Amsterdam, The Netherlands; fax +31 (20) 485 3432; e-mail: nlinfo-f@elsevier.nl or usinfo-f@elsevier.com
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At Home in the Universe
The Search for the Laws of Self-Organization and Complexity
STUART KAUFFMAN

"Challenging and audacious."
—THE ECONOMIST

"Every once in a while, you read a book so powerful and with such a radical view, that you realize your world is changed forever. Monod's Chance and Necessity was one such: At Home in the Universe is another... Kauffman shares his discovery with us, with lucidity, wit, and cogent argument, and we see his vision."
—ROGER LEWIN

"A rich and compelling picture of the new principle of self-organization... The analysis is dramatic without sacrificing scientific accuracy."
—KENNETH J. ARROW, Nobel Laureate in Economics

"A new and far-reaching theory of order in the universe, introduced by a pioneer in that theory's development."
—WASHINGTON POST BOOK WORLD

"An exciting and well-written volume... Kauffman lucidly argues that, in addition to Darwinian selection, another force, the emergence of self-organized order from apparent chaos, determines the beautiful systems that make up the world and cosmos."
—BARRY BLUMBERG, Nobel Laureate in Physiology or Medicine

AND FOR A DEEPER LOOK AT THE SCIENCE BEHIND AT HOME IN THE UNIVERSE

The Origins of Order
Self-Organization and Selection in Evolution

"A landmark and a classic."
—STEPHEN JAY GOULD

"There are few people in this world who ever ask the right questions of science, and they are the ones who affect its future most profoundly. Stuart Kauffman is one of these. Read this book."
—PHILIP W. ANDERSON, Nobel Laureate in Physics
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In response to our customers' requests, TiterMax is now packaged in 1.0 and 5.0 ml vials, in addition to our 0.5 and 10 ml vials currently sold.

CytRx CORPORATION
154 Technology Parkway
Norcross, GA 30092
1-800-345-2987 • 1-770-368-9500
Fax: 1-770-447-8875
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For more information or to purchase TiterMax contact one of the following TiterMax Distributors:

- Canada: CedarLane Laboratories Ltd., Tel: 800-268-5059, Fax: 905-876-7800
- Germany: Serva Feinbiochemica GmbH & Co. KG, Tel: 6221-502-134, Fax: 6221-502-143
- Italy: Charles River Italia S.p.A., Tel: 039-509-915, Fax: 039-508-219
- Japan: Funakoshi Co., Ltd., Tel: 3-5684-1627, Fax: 3-5684-1775
- United Kingdom: Stratech Scientific Ltd., Tel: 0582-481884, Fax: 0582-481989
- United States: CytRx Corporation, Tel: 1-800-345-2987, 770-368-9500, Fax: 770-447-8875
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At bookstores everywhere. 1-800-451-7556
Visit our new website: http://www.oup-usa.org
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